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ON CENTRAL RELATIONS OF COMPLETE LATTICES 
DIETMAR SCHWEIGERT, Kaiserslautern and M. SZYMANSKA, Warsaw 
(Received April 2, 1985) 
Several important properties of a lattice L can be described by the reflexive, sym­
metric, compatible binary relations of L which are called tolerances. The tolerances 
can be also considered as sublattices of L? which contain the diagonal relation 
A = {(fl, a) a eL} (identity relation) and are symmetric. A lattice Lis called simple 
if besides A and L x L there exist no transitive tolerances i.e. congruence relations 
of L. Of course congruence relations have been studied to a great extent in order 
to develope the structure theory of lattices. But already the theorem of Baker-
Pixley points out that the other binary compatible relations of Lmay play an important 
role. In this paper we study central relations which are tolerances having a center Z, 
0 ^ Z ^ L, such that (^a, z)e Q for every a e Lif and only if z G Z. In [5] it was 
proved that a maximal tolerance of a lattice of finite height is either a central relation 
or a congruence relation. In this paper we characterize the existence of central 
relations by filters and ideals under the hypothesis that the sublattices of 1} are 
complete and L is distributive. We give some illustrations to this result and show 
that a modular lattice L of finite height is a projective geometry if and only if L is 
simple and has no central relation. We Hke to thank the referee for his suggestions. 
Proposition 1. Let Q be a central relation of the complete lattice L. Furthermore 
let Q be a complete sublattice of I? and a = sup {x\ (O, x)e д},Ь — inf {x\ (1, x) e ^, 
xeL} . Then the following holds: 
1) / / Z is the center of Q then Z = {x | Ь ^ x ^ a, x e L} where Q < b ^ a < \. 
2. / / {̂ 11 iel] is the set of atoms of L then a ^ sup (a,-1 i e /} . 
3) / / {bi j iel} is the set of coatoms of L then b ^ inf {bi | i G I}. 
Proof. As ^ is a central relation with the center Z we have for z G Z that (1, z) G ^ 
and (0, z) G Q, Hence we have b ^ z and z ^ a and hence Z c: (x | fe ̂  x ^ a, 
xeL] = [b, a]. If и e [6, a] then (l, u)e Q because b S и and (0, u)e Q because 
и ^ a. We conclude that (x, u)e Q for all xeL and hence Z = [b, a]. Because of 
0 Ç Z $ L we have 0 < Ь ^ a < 1. If â  is an atom of Land ai ^ a then we have 
a A ai = 0. Considering (a ,̂ â ) G Q and (a, a^ e Q WQ have (0, a^) e Q and hence 
â  ^ a, a contradiction. 
3) is proved in a similar way. П 
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Proposition 2. Le^ g be a tolerance of the complete lattice L and let g be a complete 
sublattice of Û such that 
a = sup {x I (0, x)e Q, xeL} and b = inf {x j (1, x)e Q, xeL} , 
Q is a central relation if and only if 0 < b ^ a < 1, 
Proof. We have only to show that Z = [b, a] is a center of g.lf z e [fe, a] then 
(1, z)e Q because of fe ̂  z and (0, z)e Q because z ^ a. We have (w, z) = [(w, w) л 
л (1, z)] V (О, z)e Q for every w e L. Obviously we have Ф ^ Z ^ L. П 
Proposition 3. Let Lbe a lattice with 0, 1. Assume that there are elements a, be 
eL \{0 , 1}, b ^ a, such that from b ^ x it follows x ^ a. Then Lhas a central 
relation. 
Proof. We consider the sublattice Q of 1} which is generated by {(c, c); с e L}, 
(b, 0), (0, b), (ft, 1), (1, b). ^ is a reflexive and symmetric relation because of its 
generators. Furthermore Q is compatible with the lattice operations and b is an 
element of the center of o. ̂  is a central relation if ^ Ф ll. We show that the condition 
(*) "If b S к then / й Cl'' holds for every pair (fc, I) e Q. At first we show that (*) 
holds for the generators of Q and then for all elements of Q using induction for v 
and л . Obviously (*) holds for (c, c) because of the hypothesis that from b -^ с 
it follows с ^ a. Similarly we have for (0, b) that Ь ^ 0 but b ^ a. 
Consider [e, g) v (5, i) = {e w s, g w t) and assume b ^ e y s.li follows b -^ e 
and b % s and hence g v t ^ a. Consider (e, g) л (s, t) = (e A s, g A t) and 
assume b ^ e A s. Then there is b ^ e or b ^ s. For b ^ e WQ have g S ci and 
hence g A t -й a. Now by the condition (*) it follows that Q ^ ll. П 
In [2] Chajda, Niederle and Zelinka showed that the existence of certain ideals 
and filters is connected to the existence of intransitive tolerances. Following this une 
we prove 
Lemma 4. Let Lbe a complete lattice with complete ideals and filters. If I is 
a non-trivial ideal and F a non-trivial filter, such that 
1) / n F Ф 0, 
2) / u F = L, 
then Lhas a central relation. 
Proof. We consider the elements a = sup {x j x G/} and b = inf {x\xe F}. 
As / n F Ф 0 we have b ^ a.îfceL = IuF with 6 ^ с it follows eel and с й a. 
By proposition 3 follows that L has a central relation. П 
A function i : L -> L is called a v -preserving subjection ifd(x) ^ x and d{x v y) — 
= d(x) V d{y). We use this concept which was introduced by Wille [7] to show the 
reverse direction of lemma 4 for distributive lattices. For the convenience of the 
reader we prove 
Theorem 5. Let Lbe a lattice such that every sublattice of ll is complete. Then 
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there is a Galois connection between the lattice T(L) of the tolerances of Land the 
lattice D(L) of the v -preserving subjections of L. 
Proof. For every tolerance Q we define the map d{x) = inf (j; | (y, x) e Q}. The 
map d has the property d{x) ^ x and is order preserving. Hence we have d(x) v 
V d(y) ^ d{xvy). If we put и = inf {z| (z, x) e Q} and v = inf {z| (z, y) e Q} then 
we have (м, X)GQ and (v, y)eQ and hence {uvv, xvy)GQ. Therefore we have 
d{x V y) й и V V = d(x) V d{y). We conclude that d is a v -preserving subjection. 
On the other hand for every v-preserving subjection d we define the reflexive 
and symmetric relation вЪу {u,v)ee if and only if d{u v v) ^ и A v. Considering 
(w, v) e в and (r, s) e 0 we have d{u v r v v v s) = d{u v v) v d{r v s) ^ 
(w л t;) V (r л s) ^ (M V r) л (t; V s). Hence (w v Ü, r W s)ee. Considering 
(w л Г, Ü л s) we have d[{u A r) у {v A S)) ^ с/(м v Ü) л d{r v s) ^ [и A v) A 
A (r A s) and hence (u A r, v A s) e 9. We conclude that 0 is a tolerance. 
If we have {u,v)e Q then we have (w л v, v v u)e Q and hence d{u v v) = 
= inf {y| {y,u V v) e в, у e L} ^ и л Ü. Therefore we have Q ^ 9. Now let (w, Ü) G 
e 0. We have (и, и v t?) e ö and {d{u v v), и v v) e Q Ъу the definition of d. As 
J(w V t;) ^ w л Î; we have (u A v,u v v)e Q. It follows (w л v,u) e Q,{U A V)G Q 
and hence (м, Ü) e ^. Therefore we have 9 Я Q. We have shown 9 = Q and conclude 
there is a bijective function from T(L) to 1>(Ь). If ^j ^ ^^ then ii(x) = inf {y\ (y, x) e 
eg^, yeL} "^ inf {j;| {y, x) GQ2,yeL} = d2{x). D 
Theorem 6. Let L be a distributive lattice such that every sublattice of Ü is 
complete, Lhas a central relation if and only if there exists a non-trivial ideal I 
and a non-trivial filter F on Lsuch that 
1) / n F Ф 0, 
2) L = / u F . 
Proof. Let 0 be a central relation of L. If ^ is a (non-trivial) maximal tolerance 
with 0 ^ ^ then ^ is a central relation. We consider Q with the center Z = [b, a] = 
= {z I Ь ^ z ^ a} and put / = [0, «] and F = [b, 1]. Obviously we have / n F ф 
Ф 0. It remains to show L~I\JF .If ce L, C$IKJF then b -^ с and с ^ a. Further­
more we have from (0, a) e Q, (C, c)e Q that (c, с v a)e g and from [b, l)e g that 
(c A b, с V a)e g. If с A b = 0 then с v a -^ a because a = sup {x\ (0, x) e g, 
xeL]. Hence Ь > с л Ь > 0. By theorem 5 a v-preserving subjection d cor­
responds to the tolerance g. We consider d{x) = d{x) A c. d has the properties 
d{x) ^ d(x) ^ X and d{x v y) = d(x v y) A с = ld(x) v d(y)] A с = ld(x) л c] v 
V l^d{y) л c] = 3(x) V 3(j). Hence 3 is a v -preserving subjection and by theorem 5 
we have a tolerance g corresponding to 3. g is not trivial because d(l) = d(i) A с = 
= b A с > 0. We have d < d and by theorem 5 g ^ g which contradicts the 
maximality of g. П 
We conclude the paper with examples demonstrating the role of central relations. 
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Theorem 7. Let Lbe a simple modular lattice affinité length. Lis a projective 
geometry if and only if L has no central relation. 
This result is implied by theorem 5 in [4] and theorem 4 in [5]. As Fig. 1 shows, 
F i g . l . 
one can separate finite simple modular lattices in those without non-trivial tolerances 
and those having a central relation. 
Theorem 8. Let L be a lattice such that every sublattice of Ü is complete. 
8.1. / / the greatest element 1 of L is the join of atoms then L has no central rela-
tions (see also Wille [7] Satz 7). 
8.2. If Lis orthocomplemented then Lhas no central relation. 
Proof. 8.1 follows from Proposition 1 property 2). 
8.2. If ^ is a central relation of L with the center Z and zeZ then we have (z, 0) e ^ 
and (1, z) e Q. It is (z, 0) v (z', z') = (1, z') e Q for the orthocomplement z' of z 
and hence (l, ^) л (1, z') = (1, 0) e ^, a contradiction. П 
8.1 and 8.2 does not imply that there are no intransitive tolerances on Las Fig. 2 
shows. 
Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 
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Remark. Theorem 6 does not hold for arbitrary lattices. Consider the lattice L 
of Fig. 3 for which every non-trivial ideal / and non-trivial filter F have the property 
I и F ç Lif/nJP Ф 0. On the other hand L has a central relation Q with the center 
[b, a]. To show that Q is not the allrelation we use the technique of Proposition 3. 
We verify that the condition "If x g с then j ; g с v a" holds for every pair (x, у)ед. 
As in Proposition 3 we show that this condition holds for the generators [a, 0), (0, a), 
(a, 1), (1, a), (b, 0), (0, b), (b, 1), (1, b) of Q and then by induction for v and л . 
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